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When Final Fantasies meet realities.

Videogames such as Dys4ia and Lim invite us into the worlds of
others, acting as a new cultural touchstone for generations.

Time is fundamental to the relationship between a player and the
game. How can you tell when your time with a game is up?

Does Paradise City epitomise American culture; is it really the
place where the grass is green and the girls are pretty?

Metal Gear Rising: Revengeance goes against the series’ portrayals
of different kind of masculinity, to its detriment.

Virtually gardening your way to relaxation through Viva Piñata, Harvest Moon and
Animal Crossing: different games that teach us the importance of waiting.

Fire Emblem: Awakening embraces modern conventions and new
audience, but where does that leave old fans of the series?

Japanese role-playing games often explore existential themes, but
Phantasy Star IV tackles them directly through a Nietzschean lens.

Warband has a laissez-faire design philosophy, but it leads to
compelling narratives and an unrivalled digital ecosystem.

The women of Left 4 Dead, DOTA 2, and Skullgirls can teach us surprising
lessons about femininity, and what it’s like to be a different kind of girl.
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When Final Fantasies meet realities.

D

o you know why Final Fantasy is called ‘Final
Fantasy’? Legend (that is, Wikipedia) has it
that in 1987, Hironobu Sakaguchi was refused
permission to make a role-playing game by his
final bosses at Square. After the success of Dragon
Quest, Square approved his new RPG idea, titled
‘Fighting Fantasy’. But Square was on the verge
of bankruptcy: if the game didn’t become a financial success, it would have been Square’s… Final
Fantasy. And so it was called just that.
But actually, as Sakaguchi revealed in 2007, that
story isn’t true: the name came from Sakaguchi’s
worry that if his game bombed at retail, he would
have left the industry, and it would have been his…
Final Fantasy.
Then again, as Sakaguchi revealed in 2015, the
developers just really wanted a cool-sounding

name that could be abbreviated to ‘FF’. ‘Fighting
Fantasy’ had already been taken by the successful role-playing gamebook series, so instead it
became… Final Fantasy.
Maybe all of these stories are bullshit, or perhaps
none of them are. Perhaps Sakaguchi will give
another interview in the future and it will be
revealed that Final Fantasy was originally a rhythm
action game calledVinyl Fantasy and history is
the result of a ‘pass the message’ game gone
wrong. The point is, when you’ve been working
on something for a long time, the lines between
fantasy and reality can blur. It doesn’t matter why
Final Fantasy is called so: it’s always been about
the fantasy rather than the finality, and at least
that part of the name seems to be consistent. But
it’s easy for your idealised, fantastical visions of
creations to pull apart from the reality.

We’ve always been honest about Five out of Ten’s
origin story: the name came from a videogame
podcast that never was; the idea took flight after a
transatlantic Skype call with Bill Coberly; the design
was thrashed out by Craig and I in Portsmouth over
two rickety laptops and a packet of dark chocolate digestive biscuits. Yet over the course of four
years, it’s easy to lose sight of the original impetus
for creating something. A new and exciting adventure becomes a formulaic production cycle, like yet
another Final Fantasy.
Final Fantasy shows the dangers in finding success
and not building upon it. 1987’s winning formula is not
a recipe for success in 2016. It’s easy not to question
your processes and decisions when things are going
smoothly, but when the shit hits the fan(tasy), you’re
no longer so precious about them. Now we have Final
Fantasy XV, a game that looks to the modern conventions of The Witcher 3 and Skyrim for inspiration. You
might think it’s a shame to lose such a rich history
and tradition, but the original 1987 game was also
inspired by Western RPGs of the time like Wizardry
and Ultima. In embracing modern conventions, Final
Fantasy actually moves closer to its original concept:
an idiosyncratic Japanese interpretation of a Western
genre. Sometimes it takes a moment of desperation
for you to step back and examine what you were
really trying to achieve in the first place.
I’m not going to sugar-coat it: it’s been a tough few
months for Five out of Ten. We’ve had three job
changes, two hospitalisations (one planned, one not)
and over half our planned content didn’t materialise
before the deadline. We can usually recover from
setbacks, but not this many in such a short space of
time. We crossed a line between problems you can
solve with a regimented to-do list, and those that
force a new approach to the whole process. Life was
no longer getting in the way of the magazine; the
magazine was getting in the way of life. While we love
working on Five out of Ten and it’s an important part
of our lives, if we pressed on with the same strategies and processes as before, this issue would have
been our Final Fantasy, not just the regular kind of
Fantasy we originally intended.

Design concepts for our first issue, New Horizons

I apologise if the rest of this feature comes across
as navel-gazing, but we’ve spent the past two
months gazing at the metaphorical navel of Five
out of Ten. I had intended to write about it for
friend-of-the-mag Carli Velocci’s Postmortem, but
it sadly recently went on hiatus, and our friends
at The Arcade Review also closed their doors in
June. Paying for magazines up front, or using a
“paywall” as it’s called in the modern free media
utopia, is a hard sell – and it’s tough to see your
friends and colleagues unable to make money
from great writing.
We gazed long and hard into the fluffy eye of our
navel to determine whether we should we just
make Five out of Ten free at the point of entry,
making up the revenue with Patreon backers or
something, but ultimately that’s just not who we
are. Our founding mission statement was ”videogame criticism is worthwhile, and good writing
is worth paying for”, and that’s as true today as it
was in 2012. Yet something had to change, and
if it wasn’t our modus operandi, then we had to
change the way we approach our goal instead.
With that in mind:

• Jess Turner has joined the team as our new Web
and Social Editor (you may remember her from
Issue #17, ‘Myth’). She’s responsible for running
our website, Patreon blog, and social media channels. She also stepped in to write a feature at short
notice – that’s dedication! We’re delighted
to have Jess on board and she’s already
making a huge difference to our work.

• We’re moving to a quarterly publication schedule
to allow us to devote more time to each issue and
make them as great as they can be.
• We’ve changed the way we commission new
features. This is more of a behind-the-scenes
change, but hopefully we’ll able to commission
pitches more frequently and keep our contributors happy.
And that’s just the beginning. This issue has a
new ‘Meet the Writers’ section where you can
learn more about our contributors, and if you really
want to meet the writers, we’ll be at Summer of
Sonic this August (see ‘A Blur in Blue’ from Year
One) and planning a special event in Sydney this
September. Follow us on Facebook and Twitter for
more information when we have it. We’ll be making
incremental changes rather than huge sweeping
ones, but it’ll add up to something sustainable –
and more importantly, fun.
It’s easy to say you are changing, much harder
to make the changes. Speaking for the rest of
the team, we’re as energised as when Craig and
I overdosed on biscuits and instant coffee while
hunched over InDesign back in 2012. I believe
we can make that original fantasy into a reality:
independent, articulate and intelligent, meticulously edited, obsessively designed videogame
criticism is worth it, and great journalism is worth
the money. Hopefully you’ll join us on our quest.

A Transitioning Medium
Breaking Down Trans Literature in Gaming

A Transitioning
Ana Valens
Medium

Videogames such as Dys4ia and Lim invite us into the worlds
of others, acting as a new cultural touchstone for generations.

When Topside Press published Imogen Binnie’s Nevada in 2013, the
New York-based publishing company broke new ground for trans literature.

B

innie introduced her readers to a 20-something
trans woman named Maria Griffiths, a retail
worker caught in the gritty and unapologetic hustle
of day-to-day life in New York City. Suffice to say,
Griffiths was loud, opinionated, and confused. She
missed her estrogen shots, blogged about being
trans on the Internet, and stole her ex-girlfriend’s
car to take a road trip across the United States.
Despite being relatively adjusted to adult life as
a transgender woman, Maria was indecisive and
uncertain. “What’s next after transitioning?” she
seemed to ask. “How do trans women deal with
life once being transgender becomes an everyday
part of it?” In Nevada, Binnie presented a fictional
world that was not just true to life for trans women,
but entirely relatable.

In the same way that literature can invite us into the
worlds of others, or act as a cultural touchstone for
new generations of people (especially the marginalised), videogaming can accomplish the same
thing. After all, trans women are no strangers to
the gaming industry: from Rebecca Heineman
to Anna Anthropy, Dani Berry to Merritt Kopas,
there’s a long legacy of trans women in games.
Yet, while their work has seen extensive coverage
in mainstream media, there hasn’t been a comprehensive look at videogaming’s trans narratives
in relation to the stories and novels published by
today’s trans writers.

WHEN IS THE

GAME OVER?
When
is
the
PHIL HARTUP
Game Over?
Time is fundamental to the relationship between a player and
the game. How can you tell when your time with a game is up?

D

awn breaking through the curtains is rarely
welcome, especially when there is a game
involved. You’re tired, nerves frayed, not remotely
ready or inclined to stop, thwarted by a simple
shortage of hours in the day. Sometimes when a
game hits the sweet spot, it feels like it’s worth the
sleep deprivation: sometimes you find something
that can just eat every hour you throw at it and
do so with such aplomb, such virtuosity, that you
just want to give it every free hour you can find.

Time is fundamental to the relationship between
player and game, because time is the primary
currency for player-game transactions. If you are
skilled or experienced, you might get more from
a game in less time than the archetypal clumsy
newbie, but playing games still comes down to
spending time on them, whether you’re playing
a game or just thinking about playing it. You give
a game your time, and in return it tells you a story,
challenges you, or provides a safe haven to escape
real life and its assorted imperfections.
The complexity of the relationship between games
and time is illustrated by how critics and players
alike can hold multiple, even conflicting, opinions
for how long a game should be. If I play an intricately designed RPG, I would be disappointed
if it all wrapped up within four or five hours, but
if I were playing a shooter and the story pushed
beyond the ten hour mark I’d probably give up
before the end. Yet if the FPS is a multiplayer or
open-world game like Counter-Strike or Destiny,
people cheerfully play these kind of games for
hundreds of hours.

Burnt Out Paradise
Does Paradise City epitomise American culture; is it really the
place where the grass is green and the girls are pretty?

Take me down to the Par
adise City
Where the grass is gree
n
And the girls are prett
y
Oh, won’t you please take
me home

T

he first thing you hear in Burnout Paradise is
Axl Rose singing ‘Paradise City’. Rose tries to
maintain an upbeat energy as he sings, but his lyrics
betray him. They scream for better times, imploring
whoever’s listening to “take me home”; back to
that better time before Captain America was torn
apart and disillusionment hit the singer like a semi.

F

We see a postcard lying atop some pavement.
On it are cars and motorcycles facing off against
each other like they’re all bumper cars. A city can
be seen in the distance. Despite the pavement’s
worn texture, the postcard is in pristine condition, and it’s an odd juxtaposition. The postcard
entices us to join the rubber-burning fun of racing
cars through this paradise, but I find myself more
interested in figuring out what it’s doing lying on
the ground. Did somebody toss it aside without
a care in the world? Or is this a relic from a long
forgotten past? Meanwhile, Axl Rose is singing
the words “so far away”, again and again.

May The Best Man Win
Gaby Lax

May The Best
Man Win
M

etal Gear Rising: Revengeance
is a game with everything to
prove, and not much in the way of
Metal
Gear Rising:
thematic
strength
to backRevengeance
it up. Althoughgoes against the series’
different
masculinity, to its detriment.
it formsportrayals
part of theof
Metal
Gear kind
Solidof
canon,
there’s comparatively little scholarship for
this spinoff; series creator and legendary
auteur Hideo Kojima had little involvement
in its creation. Development issues led to Konami teaming up with PlatinumGames to try and
deliver a better action experience, and the result
is a game that feels more like Bayonetta than the
series’ usual stealth fare. Most notably, its writing
lacks the incisive and characteristic sting of Kojima’s
anti-war commentary at its best. But these deviations in
the standard Metal Gear formula make it ripe for analysis
because, in drifting from Kojima’s vision, it only makes the
key messages of the original more poignant.
“I said my sword was a tool of justice... Not used in anger.
Not used for vengeance. But now... Now I’m not so sure.
And besides... this isn’t my sword.”

R

evengeance’s plot is almost comically black
and white, following Raiden as he goes up
against Desperado Enforcement, a shady private
security company. Their past activities have
included siding with terrorists, deliberately inciting
conflicts, and training child soldiers in virtual reality,
all to keep companies like theirs in high demand.
They’re cartoonishly evil, and epitomised by the
‘Winds of Destruction’: an elite group of brutal
cyborgs, shaped by war and serving as formidable bosses. Yet Raiden’s skills and past make
him uniquely equipped to deal with them. While
he starts off fashioning himself as a champion of
the weak, a modern-day follower of the samurai
code, this is quickly revealed to be a masquerade
to keep his violent urges in check. In truth he’s
a former child soldier from the Liberian civil war,
where he earned the nickname ‘Jack the Ripper’,
and has always found a perverse pleasure in killing.
The visceral combat transplants the player directly
into Raiden’s headspace: violence in Revengeance
is cool, stylish, and practically effortless.
It’s not hard to understand why he
loves it so much.
Yet despite the clear joy

Further Reading
Alexander Young - The War Still Rages Within: Raiden as a Man, Practise in Context II
http://practiseincontextii.tumblr.com/post/59228715351/the-war-still-rages-within-raiden-as-a-man/

Kali Holloway - Toxic Masculinity Is Killing Men: The Roots of Male Trauma, Salon
http://www.salon.com/2015/06/12/toxic_masculinity_is_killing_men_the_roots_of_male_trauma_partner/

Melody - Revengeance Data Storage series, Play/Paws
https://melodymeows.wordpress.com/category/revengeance-data-storage/
Jake Muncy - Fear Control: The Information Dystopia of Metal Gear Solid 2, Five out of Ten #15

Zen Gardens
Zen Gardens
Jess Turner

Virtually gardening your way to relaxation through Viva
Piñata, Harvest Moon and Animal Crossing: different
games that teach us the importance of waiting.

Chris 73, Wikimedia Commons - CC-BY-SA 3.0
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Komyozenji_temple_garden_3.JPG

G

ardening has been proven to promote relaxation, whether in real life or virtually. I’m drawn
to these types of games because of my love for
gardening in real life: there is nothing more satisfying than making things grow, whether from a
seed into a large vegetable patch like the one that
my parents have in Australia, or the small humble
herb garden I have cultivated in my Oxford flat.

For me, games are all about relaxation, taking
our focus off the things going on around us and
letting our minds explore a fantasy world where
we can relax and do pretty much anything we
want, or be whatever character we like. Whether
you play as a mythical creature, or a more realistic
character, the way that games transport you into
another world is unlike any other medium. And
virtual horticulture can be just as relaxing as the
real world.

Meet The Writers
Brian Crimmins is a game writer who often focuses on

older, more obscure titles in his writing. Many of the games
he writes about haven’t even been released outside Japan.
You can find his writing on sites like Playboy, Unwinnable,
Ontological Geek, and First Person Scholar.

What inspired you to write your features for Five out of Ten?
I’ve been writing the kind of analysis that Five out of Ten does for a while, and they seemed like a pretty
good place to pitch my writing. Plus I generally prefer to write for smaller, more focused publications like
this one. (The next question goes into a little more detail on this.)

Meet the Writers

What is your favourite part of your Five out of Ten features?

It’s part of this larger trend of games writing that holds up really exhaustive looks at video games, and
many of them are games that might not get attention otherwise. This is a guaranteed way to get my
attention.

What are you going to write for us next time?

I have an idea about looking at JRPGs (Japanesee role-playing games) as game systems, given how
often they’re criticized for the gameplay not being important. I’ve other ideas, but that’s the most solid
one that came to mind.

What are you playing right now?
A lot of the games I play are really short, so this can change at any given time. I was playing VA-11 HALLA during the editing process, but that might have changed by the time you’re reading this. I’m probably
still playing games like Fire Emblem Fates: Revelations, Stella Glow, and Time and Eternity, though.

Where can we find more of your work?
You can usually find me writing for Playboy and Hardcore Gaming 101, but I’ve written for other sites like
The Ontological Geek, Unwinnable, Sufficiently Human, and Kill Screen. You can find a fuller listing of
my work here (http://bcrimmins.wix.com/brian-crimmins), but it’s basically just a portfolio.

Phil Hartup is a freelance writer who specialises in down-

playing his achievements in biographies and picking the wrong
things to be proud of. He has been described as ‘in the way’ and
‘that guy over there’. Cats seem to like him.

How did you get started as a writer?
I got started in writing about age four. Loved it. Would be about twenty years before anybody started
paying me to do it, but it’s always been my thing.

What inspired you to write your features for Five out of Ten?
The Mount and Blade feature was inspired by a love for its intricate way of creating stories and characters
by firing variables and interactions into each other. It’s like a fractal pattern but instead of some weird
snowflake mess it produces something actually interesting. The time feature was inspired by those
moments of existential dread that loom large in your 30’s (spoiler alert for younger readers) and thinking
about time, how it is used and what we want from it.

Meet the Writers

How do you deal with writer’s block?

I know two cures for writer’s block. First one I like to do is take a walk. Get some fresh air. Listen to some
birdsong. Look at a cow. That kind of thing. Come back refreshed and raring to go. Second is just brute
force it and expect to bin 90% of it in the first edit. Getting started is always the problem.

What’s your favourite game?
The Witcher 3. It is a spectacular piece of work. Masterpiece. Stick it in a gallery.

What advice would you give to other aspiring video game writers?
Always Be Critical. Everything in a game is there for a reason. Everything is designed. As such everything
can and should be open to being questioned.

Where can we find more of your work?
Here’s a good place to start: http://www.newstatesman.com/writers/318697

Gaby Lax is a writer and game developer living in

Melbourne, Australia. She can usually be found working on
her novel, complaining about her novel, or playing too many
dating sims.

How did you get started as a writer?
Writing is one of those things I’ve kind of always done, but I came to games writing about a year and
a half ago after a particularly meaningful experience with Dragon Age 2. I spent the entire Valentine’s
Day weekend holed up in my room working on an essay about it, and I haven’t been able to turn off my
critical eye since.

What inspired you to write your features for Five out of Ten?

Meet the Writers

I tend to write stuff I’d like to read, often based off an inability to find similar articles in the first place.
Maybe I have really niche interests, or maybe my Google-fu is just bad.

What is your favourite part of your Five out of Ten features?

Definitely how my piece on Fire Emblem Awakening discusses game mechanics and how they shape
experience. I never used to be able to think about games in that way until I started trying to make them.

What’s your favourite game?
Metal Gear Solid 2. I replay it once a year and get embarrassingly emotional.

What advice would you give to other aspiring video game writers?
The idea of sitting down and knocking out the perfect essay by yourself in a single sitting is seductive,
but distance really helps. That can mean knowing when to step away for a couple of days, or finding
people you’re comfortable talking to for a second opinion. I don’t think I’ve ever written anything that
hasn’t benefited from some kind of breathing space.

Where can we find more of your work?
https://puellaexmachina.com/

Ana Valens is a freelance games critic and trans cultural writer.
Her work focuses on character design in videogames, and the
relationships players build with their favorite protagonists. Her
writing has been published in FemHype, The Toast, Kill Screen,
and Unwinnable.

How did you get started as a writer?
Oh gosh, awhile ago. Most of my early writing was journalistic or editorial work at my alma mater, Rutgers
University. Then I moved onto games criticism for sites like Gamemoir and FemHype, and here I am today.

What inspired you to write your features for Five out of Ten?
I pitched Five Out of Ten during a very difficult stage of my life. I came out of that period wanting to share
stories about trans women in gaming, and I wanted to discuss why we write and create the stories that
we do.

Meet the Writers

What is your favourite part of your Five out of Ten features?

It’s great to sit down with some of my favourite games and talk about what their game design does, why
it’s important to me, and how it relates to the world outside of videogaming. As players, we don’t always
get the opportunity to discuss that; but when we do, it’s incredible.

What do you do when you’re not writing about videogames?

I read, write, and play a lot. I just finished reading through Casey Plett’s A Safe Girl to Love, and I’m still
caught up in that world. I love the creative energy that a good book gives you as a writer.

How do you deal with writer’s block?
Research. If you sit down and carefully consider your subject matter, or prod yourself to find info that
takes you into a new direction, you’ll start to work through your block.

What advice would you give to other aspiring video game writers?
Don’t settle, and don’t just pitch about videogames to games sites. I’ve written about folks in games for
places like The Toast and Bitch Media. If you have an interesting story to share, editors will listen.

Where can we find more of your work?
You can check my writing for Kill Screen out on my author profile (https://killscreen.com/author/anastasiavalens/), or keep tabs on my work at my Twitter page (https://twitter.com/spacedoctorphd).

fantasy

A Hard Miracle
Gaby Lax

A Hard Miracle

Fire Emblem: Awakening embraces modern conventions and
new audience, but where does that leave old fans of the series?

I

ntelligent Systems were faced with a dilemma
when considering the development of the thirteenth Fire Emblem game: the series had a strong
core audience, but recent entries just hadn’t sold
well enough to justify its continuation. Given one
final chance to prove themselves, the team decided to switch things up radically, and the result was
Fire Emblem: Awakening.

And it worked! The new title sold like hot cakes,
bringing a new generation of fans to the series and
ensuring its survival. Yet this victory is a complex
one, because Awakening bears surprisingly little
resemblance to the old Fire Emblem. Having
changed so many of the core mechanics, it has
completely different priorities to its predecessors,
and – as a long-time fan of the series – it’s hard
not to feel like something crucial has been lost in
translation.

Also Sprach Zio:
Phantasy
Star IV and Zio:
Nietzsche
Also Sprach
Phantasy Star IV
and Nietzsche

Japanese role-playing games often explore existential themes, but
Phantasy Star IV tackles them directly through a Nietzschean lens.

Brian Crimmins

T

he more I think about JRPGs, the more I’ve
come to realise how existential they can be. So
many of the genre’s most memorable narratives
centre on a character who’s struggling with their
identity or searching for a greater meaning in life.
Persona, Final Fantasy, and the Xeno- games are
obvious choices, but an overlooked game that
shares similar themes is Phantasy Star IV: The End
of the Millennium. The series has always explored
existential themes — they’re usually a solution
to whatever grim problem the game presents —
but Phantasy Star IV tackles those themes directly
through a Nietzschean lens.

Nietzsche is a misunderstood thinker — his writing fuelled Nazi ideology, even as he argued
against anti-Semitism and German nationalism
— and so it is helpful to first examine what he actually believed. He sees the cosmos as ultimately
opposed to human existence, although it bears
humanity no ‘ill will.’ If he were to describe the
universe as a conscious thing (and that’s a significant if), he would characterise it by its indifference

to human existence. While humans spend their
entire lives searching for some absolute truth that
will rationalise all existence, the universe exists as
it is: irrational, chaotic, lacking any greater truth
behind it. And because Nietzsche sees change as
a fundamental fact of existence, all our efforts to
leave a lasting impact on the world are doomed
to failure. The fact that we’re all fated to die one
day only clarifies these truths.
Traditional value systems can’t grapple with
these truths. For one, they’re just as subject to
the universe’s whims as the people who create
them. As Nietzsche himself notes in The Will to
Power, a posthumously published collection of
notes:
Feelings about values are always behind the
times; they express conditions of preservation
and growth that belong to times long gone by;
they resist new conditions of existence with
which they cannot cope and which they necessarily misunderstand.

TheHumble
Humble Epic:
The
Mount
Blade: Warband
Epic:and
Mount
and
Blade: Warband
Phil Hartup
Warband has a laissez-faire design philosophy, but it leads to
compelling narratives and an unrivalled digital ecosystem.

I

have so many memories of Mount and Blade:
Warband that they all blur into a crudely animated and chronologically disjointed Bayeux Tapestry of medieval mayhem. Pitched face first into
the dirt from the backs of slain warhorses, one
in a million lucky throws with javelins, the times
in multiplayer where chaining successful parries
together turns two nobodies brawling in a forgotten corner into a titanic clash between champions.
These are the moments that make a game great,
when plans come together, when disasters are
averted and foes bested.
In theory, Warband should not be as fantastic a
game as it is: it has brutally limited production
values, a repetitive nature, and is one of the most
complicated and unique games ever to get away
with such a half-baked tutorial. Yet, somehow, it
works.

Underpinning Warband is a laissez-faire design
philosophy, a throwback to an old age of openworld game development when players were left
to explore on their own because a lack of system
resources or developer worker hours meant a
narrative was too big of an ask. In Warband you set
your own goals: there is no character class system,
no sense of where you will end up or what you will
be required to do. The mechanical progression of
the game lends itself to combat, military leadership, and even a degree of statecraft, but equally
there is scope to wander as a trader, courier or
raider. Warband doesn’t have to be about your rise
from grubby underdog to ruler, but this is where
it shines.

Please Select Your
Female Character
Ana Valens

Please Select
Your Female
Character
The women of Left 4 Dead, DOTA 2, and Skullgirls
can teach us surprising lessons about femininity,
and what it’s like to be a different kind of girl.

I

didn’t have the best childhood growing up. In
elementary school I was a shy, nerdy, and lonely
boy. Middle school saw me as an outcast; high
school as a geek. I spent most of my teenage
years anxious and depressed, but gaming was
always an outlet for my sadness. I was a huge
fan of Sonic the Hedgehog since the ‘90s, and I
stuck with him from my toddler years all the way
up to my teens. I then switched over to PC gaming,
and I poured myself into Team Fortress 2, Killing
Floor, and Left 4 Dead. It wasn’t long until I became
addicted to multiplayer games: they came with all
the fun of social interaction, minus the need to
really connect with people.

My parents constantly reminded me that boys
didn’t sit around playing video games all day. Their
nagging grew over the years, and sadness turned
to despair. They were right: I was a loser. I didn’t
fit in with the other boys, and no matter how hard
I tried, I never would. It was time to just face the
facts: I would never be happy.
I didn’t have many opportunities to vent my pentup feelings as a teen. But here and there, a chance
would strike, and I could have a moment of clarity,
a feeling of peace. That feeling first came to me
when I played Left 4 Dead, Valve’s first-person
zombie survival shooter.

continue?

Year Three

Year Two

The best things come in threes. And fives.
Delve into our third year – Soul, Future, Luck,
Nature, and Control – in one special edition,
made possible through the support of the
Five out of Ten Patreon.

The Best of Us.
Enjoy our second year – Change, Power, Space,
Time, and Heart – in one lovely package.
A portion of sales from Year Two help support
the videogame charity SpecialEffect.
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The Legend Will Never Die.
Read about how games can provide comfort for
homesickness, mirror a real-life loss of religious
faith, cause us to look at weapons in a different
way, and discover new ways to learn.

Find out who you really are.
We visit the mysteries of Shapeir, examine why
vast games are better than epic ones, explore
glitch space, critique videogaming nostalgia,
and discover Jewish identities in games.

make our fantasy
your reality
Go to our website

http://www.fiveoutoftenmagazine.com
to purchase the full mag with ten fantastic features!

Your purchase includes PDF, ePub and Kindle downloads.

Memory Insufficient

Game design history and digital culture
For over two years, we have been publishing essays looking at games and playful new media from a critical and historical perspective. We’ve created a place
where you can slow down. Relax with a pot of tea and a laptop or tablet, and
spend a Sunday afternoon reflecting.
This year, we’re publishing essays on five themes: identity, failure, labour, ownership, and architecture. Come and check out what we’ve collected so far, and if
it strikes your fancy, consider contributing your own work.

meminsf.silverstringmedia.com

@MEMinsf

http://fiveoutoftenmagazine.com
@fiveoutoftenmag

